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Limbic Arc Translation Policy 
 
The Limbic Arc corporate headquarters is based in the United States and conducts all business in the 
English language. Because of the quantum nature of Limbic Arc technology, it works worldwide and 
functions the same regardless of the individual, region, or language spoken. While this is an 
extraordinary opportunity, it also creates a considerable challenge to service various global languages. 
 
All company information—including the websites, marketing literature, videos and subtitles, webinars, 
and legal documents—are initially developed in the English language. As the company grows and 
expands, plans include to further develop official marketing information in additional languages using 
the original English documents and media as the source material. 
 
Until these corporate translations are available, we encourage Limbic Arc Customers and Affiliates 
utilize a variety of translation services found online. Although these translation services aren’t perfect, 
we’re confident that the general message is conveyed in a way that will help customers who do not 
speak English to use the product and gain a basic understanding. Along with these online tools, we also 
support utilizing regional and local human translators, as long as the original meaning remains intact. 
 
Limbic Arc Affiliates are permitted to: 
 

• Translate any official materials for use in marketing, training, and legal. 

• Create their own marketing materials as long as those materials do not violate our legal-
compliance rules. 

• Post translated materials online or distribute, as long as it is clear that it is created by the 
Affiliate and doesn’t represent Limbic Arc corporate. 

• Host live events, online meetings, or calls with corporate executives—including Dr. Cook—to 
present to their team. The Affiliate will provide live translation from English into other 
languages. 

 
Please note that any information that is created or translated by an Affiliate: 
 

• Is not considered “official Corporate” information, and the Affiliate developing the translation is 
solely responsible and liable. 

• Must ensure clarity that Limbic Arc does not diagnose, treat, cure, mitigate, or prevent any 
disease or medical condition. 

• Does not imply or promise any specific financial reward or outcome. 

• Represents their own business that is authorized to promote and sell subscriptions to Limbic 
Arc products and does not falsely claim or imply the material is from corporate.  

 
Please refer to the Terms & Conditions and the Affiliate Agreement for more guidelines. 
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